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The K to 12 Basic Education Curriculum is very important in today’s society. The curriculum will enable the students to acquire Certificates of Competency and National Certificates in Accordance with TESDA Training Regulations. Through this, the students will have a better future and opportunities to work here in our country and abroad. They will be given a chance to gain work experience while studying and so when they graduated from high school they have already the necessary skills needed to find a job and ready for employment. The way of teaching here is completely different. Teachers generally follow the tactic of asking students to work on list of assignments since it develops in intellectual; yet an interesting learning habit. In reality, this method helps the pupils in rewriting what has been taught previously in the K-12 education system. All the pupils are given individual attention and hence they understand their subjects in a more practical way and provide them with learning opportunities, what really happens is that, the individual discovers depends on the thinking ability of the students. The classroom activities could be almost like what's being practiced during a public school, where pupils go and obtain their notes and submit records, but the difference is that in K-12 classes, the pupils are encouraged to cause their personal thoughts and informs pupils enroll themselves in several forums and academic clubs where they get to debate many points for an equivalent topic and obtain different views. Pre-teachers here contribute so much as to turning every discussion into a positive note cooperating with the pupils. The K-12 educational system provides the pupils with the ultimate learning opportunities. It helps the pupils work individually and find solutions on their own. This strategy makes students self-determining, reliable and indulgent. It also improves the relation between the teacher and the pupils and brings a warm classroom atmosphere. Such harmonious
atmosphere can create masterminds, who within the end of the day can become assets not only to the school but also to the society as an entire.
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